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AT THE INTERSECTION OF ART FORMS: 

PERFORMANCE AND VISUAL ARTS AS MUSICAL PARAMETERS 

The formation and notation of sound into music has been practiced for centuries, 

and has been a foundation to culture and used as a means for connection with others. 

In other words, music, by itself, has been a powerful tool in the progression of culture, 

society, and art. We tend to think of music as a solitary art form, but to interpret it in that 

way is to disregard another parameter of musical practice, one that has been prevalent 

since the creation of music and is equally as influential as the music itself. The art of 

performance and and physical gesture has always been an intrinsic part of musical 

practice—though often times it is downplayed, it is there, and it influences our 

interpretations of the piece as whole. In this article, I would like to bring forth the idea 

that musical parameters have extended beyond the sonic realm (and that we’ve been 

doing so for some time now). I will discuss the historical practice of performance as it 

relates to the sonic realm, point out its importance, and relate the practices of the past 

to the practices of modern contemporary music. Furthermore, given the information I will 

be presenting regarding the musical practices of today, I will pose the question of what 

our modern performative practices mean in terms of the role music now plays in it’s own 

art form. 
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OPERA 

The first, grandiose, and perhaps most obvious synthesis of music and visual 

performance in history is opera. Beginning from its origins, opera differed from concert 

music of its time in that it involved not only music, but staging, acting, costuming, stage 

design, etc. Audiences appreciated operas not only as a musical work, but as a 

grandiose, performative piece of art. For the first time, it seemed that music itself was 

only one part of a greater whole; the music was only one part of these dramatic works 

(albeit an important factor). The remaining factors were left up to the theater director 

and librettist—the composer did not have sole artistic authority in the composition of the 

opera as an entire piece of work. 

That is, until Richard Wagner. After the industrial revolution, composers pushed 

their boundaries to create works that were bigger, grander, and asked more of their 

performers than ever before. Wagner was undoubtedly one of those composers. He  

introduced the concept of gesamtkunstwerk, or “total work of art” (other translations 

include “ideal work of art”, “universal artwork”, “synthesis of the arts”, “comprehensive 

artwork”, “all-embracing art form”). Regardless, gesamtkunstwerk represented the 

practice of integrating art forms to create a pure, total, whole work that came from one 

mind. In his essays “Art and Revolution” and “The Artwork of the Future”, Wagner 

described his ideal artistic practice to be a unification of art forms across the visual and 

sonic spectrums, via the theater, to create a pure piece of art. This was the first instance 
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of integrating art forms in the context of creating a work that came from one man, with 

the intent of creating one complete work “untainted” by the minds of others.

Wagner also influenced the production of opera in that he introduced the 

orchestra pit. In his extreme concern and hyper focus on the visual presentation of his 

works, he insisted that the orchestra be hidden out of sight from the audience, leading 

us to the tradition of having the orchestra play not only in darkness, but underneath the 

stage. In his concern over the performative aspect of his works, he hid the performers 

themselves to allow the focus and attention of the audience to fall on the singers, who 

followed a carefully choreographed routine.

CONCERT PRACTICE 

The grandiosity inherent in the performance of an opera greatly differed from the 

practice and performance of concert music. While an opera put on a huge spectacle 

including visual and performative parameters to entertain, and relied on the human 

voice as the primary means for expression, concert music was more or less exactly 

what it sounds like: music played in concerts. There were no dramatic stagings or 

specific performative instructions that related directly to the visual aspect of the 

performance—the practice of concert music was specifically rooted in the sonic realm. 

Though it wasn’t until the rise of programmatic music that we saw a distinct shift 

in performance tradition. Berlioz premiered his Symphonie Fantastique in 1830, a work 

for orchestra that had no voices to relay information, yet relied on the telling of a story. 

In order to make the purpose of the piece clear to the audience, he printed out program 
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notes, marking a new age in concert music traditions. Berlioz, in his quest to make his 

music—and the telling of his story via his music—the focal point of the work, he ordered 

that the lights be dimmed in the concert hall and that the performers dress entirely in 

black, in order to provide no distractions to the audience members. 

This approach to performance practice prevailed, and is still present in 

performance practices of today—the worlds leading orchestras in this day and age still 

practice these traditions, and opera houses to this day have a pit orchestra. This 

downplaying of the performative arts in the context of music shows a dedication to 

music as a strictly sonic medium, and attests to the “seriousness” of a musical work. 

PERFORMANCE PRACTICE IN THE 20TH CENTURY 

During the Great Depression in the 1930s, the realm of classical music, much 

like the rest of the world, was shaken. The patronage system fell, composers and 

musicians were unemployed, and even major orchestras struggled to survive in the face 

of a drastic shortage of federal funding. Composers and other art makers, now finding it 

that much harder to receive funding, had to question why they continue to create their 

art, and thus began a blossoming of radical experimentation. With the lack of a patron to 

write for, artists found that they now had the freedom to write for themselves.  

John Cage emerged as one of the most influential composers of the modern era, 

both for his philosophies regarding art and performance as well as his work as a 

composer and artist. He introduced aleatory and chance music, and often used 

nontraditional instruments in his works, such as kitchen appliances, metal sheets, and 
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even silence itself. He was also the first composer to introduce the notion of 

nontraditional performance practice in music; he pushed the boundaries regarding what 

the performance of a musical work could be, and performance became a major 

consideration within the composition of his works.

Cage’s Theater Piece No. 1, written in 1952, demonstrates this notion of 

performative practice. While the piece did involve sonic elements such as music itself 

and poetry reading, it also included parameters such as dance, film, slide projections, 

and a four panel installation of Robert Rauschenberg’s White Paintings. The piece was 

designed so that every participant would chose a specific task to perform over the 

course of a set amount of time, but each action was determined by chance; Cage 

himself would lecture about Buddhism while David Tudor improvised on a prepared 

piano; Merce Cunningham would dance across the stage (while being chased by a dog) 

as Rauschenberg played Edith Piaf records. This method of composition that involves 

so many art forms differs from practices of the past in that for the first time, a piece was 

written so that the piece loses it’s integrity without the visual elements involved—

performance was not only a consideration, but a major compositional parameter.

Also performed in 1952 was Cage’s iconic 4’33”, a piece that has drastically 

shaped the conventions of modern musical thought to this day. In this three-

movemented work, a performer is asked to walk onto a stage, prepare their instrument, 

and sit in silence for the four minutes and thirty three seconds indicated—there are no 

musical notes notated on the page. The categorization and organization of silence itself 

as a musical tool is what makes this piece so powerful—the statement that a performer 

can alter our perception of performance and of music itself by sitting in silence while an 
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audience waits in anticipation was a striking one in the music world. In the case of 4’33”, 

the way audience members interpret the pieces depends on the traditional conventions 

and expectations regarding performance. Without the the visual cue of a performer 

sitting on stage, that convention is lost, and the meaning and gravity of the piece is lost

—in the case of this piece specifically, perhaps the piece itself would go unnoticed. 

Cage’s works, philosophies, and concepts paved the way for a larger art 

movement to emerge in the form of Fluxus: a loose, worldwide collective of artists and 

performers that marked an age in art where interdisciplinary art took over, and 

crossover between artistic mediums was prevalent. Fluxus artists were championing the 

avant-garde, and held an ironic, “anti-art” sentiment. They felt immense disdain for the 

concept of “high art”, and sought to make the processes of creating art more accessible 

to audiences and performers through experimentalism, extremism, and humor. 

Charlotte Moorman, a Fluxus member who later became known as the “topless 

cellist”, performed many works by composer and fellow Fluxus member Naim Yun Pak, 

including TV Cello, Cello Sonata No. 1 for Adults Only, and Opera Sextronique. TV Cello  

was a piece written for exactly that: a cello made of box television sets that were playing 

video while Moorman performed. Opera Sextronique required that Moorman perform 

topless, leading to her arrest for public indecency, while in other works she performed 

underwater or wrapped in cellophane (while wearing no clothes underneath). 

While the aforementioned works directly call for performative gesture and visual 

aspects of performance to influence the works, there were also composers and artists 

working in a more conceptual realm regarding performance. Dick Higgins was another 

composer in the Fluxus movement known for his Danger Music series, in which he 
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instructs performers to perform self depreciating acts that ranged from mildly 

inconvenient, to sadistic, to absurd. In Danger Music Number Nine (1962), the only 

score is this instruction: “volunteer to have your spine removed”, while Danger Music 

Number Eight (1962) reads: “play it safe”. Other composers also participated in the 

conception of danger music: Naim Yun Pak wrote a piece for Dick Higgins in which she 

directs the performer to crawl into the vaginal cavity of a living whale, while Takehisa 

Kosugi’s Music for a Revolution instructs the performer to gouge their own eye out 

exactly five years after the piece has begun. 

Some composers directed their anti-music sentiments not at the performers, but 

at the music itself: Annea Lockwood’s series of Piano Transplants call for the 

destruction and degradation of pianos (though it is noted that all pianos used in such 

pieces should already be broken beyond repair). For example, the score for Piano 

Burning (1968) is this: “Set upright piano (not a grand) in an open space with the lid 

closed. Spill a little lighter fluid on a twist of paper and place inside, near the pedals. 

Light if. Balloons may be stapled to the piano. Play whatever pleases you for as long as 

you can.” Instructions for other pieces in the series include anchoring an upright piano 

at the edge of a swamp or pond and coming to play it once each month to observe it 

slowly sinking, and placing a small grand or upright piano in the bushes of a wooded 

area and planting quickly growing plants and “creepers” near the piano so that they 

grow around it. 

The 20th century is known as a time of blossoming in terms of exploration and 

experimentation, as observed with the aforementioned pieces described in this article. 

With this experimentation and new way of approaching the process of art making came 
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a crossover of artistic mediums, and introduced the idea of the visual and performative 

parameters as major factors in a musical work. This movement is notable in the context 

of performative arts in that for the first time, works that are considered a part of the 

musical realm now lean on the importance visual and performative gestures to convey a 

message, while the sonic aspects of these works often matched the importance of the 

visual parameters. 

PERFORMANCE PRACTICE IN THE 21ST CENTURY 

The philosophies of Cage and the artists of the Fluxus movement pushed 

composers and musicians towards the way we performative arts play a role in the music 

of today. In the contemporary new music realm, fueled by the philosophies and 

practices of Cage and the members of the avant-garde Fluxus movement, the visual 

aspect of performance is often a major compositional tool within a musical work. 

Composers like Natacha Diels, Kate Soper, Mark Applebaum, Simon Steen-Andersen, 

and many contemporary musician collectives operating today, such as Mocrep and 

a.pe.ri.od.ic, are pushing the boundaries of performance within music; many of whom 

operate in interdisciplinary fields, working within the realms of visual art and film as well 

as sound and music.

My first experience with a piece that utilized performative gesture in a musical 

work was when I first saw Diels’ Nightmare for JACK (a ballet). The piece is written for 

the members of Jack string quartet, and makes use of electronics and has a heavy 

focus on performative art. The piece begins with the violin and viola players slowly 
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bringing their instrument from their knee to their shoulder, then slowly bringing their bow 

to their strings. After a brief pause, a crunching sound comes from the strings as a result 

of overpressure as the violin and viola players abruptly move their bows to obscure 

angles, mirror images of each other. The quartet members are in total synchronization 

with each other, despite the inherently angular and choppy musical gestures. At 

approximately 30 seconds in, the cellist brings his bow to string, though his material, 

while sonically the same as what we had heard before, rhythmically counters what the 

other three quartet members are playing. In the first minute of this piece, the cellist is 

the only one disrupting the synchronicity of the quartet, highlighting the fact that the 

cello is naturally the odd one out in the quartet as a result of being the only instrument 

not played on ones shoulder. About a minute and a half into the piece, Diels introduces 

what I consider to be one of her most notable gestures within the context of this piece: 

she notates specifically head positions. Not only is she controlling when a performer 

picks up and puts aside their instrument, when they place bow to string (and whether or 

not there should be sound in this gesture), and bow angles—she also indicates how the 

performer should tilt their head as they play. At one minute and forty-five seconds, the 

performers begin to turn their head to their respective right side in sync with each other 

(causing the first violinist to stare at the audience head on), followed by sporadic and 

unsynchronized head tilts at different angles. She uses this powerful gesture as a major 

focal point throughout the duration of the piece. Upon speaking with Diels about what 

compelled her to write a piece like this, she responded that she wanted to create a work 

that showcased the oddity and strangeness of the “creepy” things that bring her joy and 
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intrigue, and having the performers move in such a way created an intimidatingly non-

human perspective. 

Another Diels piece I had the joy of experiencing live was a piece performed at 

Ensemble Dal Niente’s annual Party in 2016. The piece that was premiered involved a 

multitude of musicians, plus one performer (who could be either a musician or non-

musician), props, and video installation. In this piece, musicians would play their 

respective parts while the extraneous performer would meander across the 

performance space, interrupting the performance of others’ and hijacking their 

instruments (without being able to properly play them). In addition to the video 

installation, the piece also required fashion and glamour magazines, which the 

extraneous performer would cut up and otherwise mutilate before the audience. This 

piece is unique not only in that it involves a video installation as an attachment of the 

musical work, but a major part of the integrity of the piece is watching the performer 

interrupt and interact with the musicians that are playing. 

Another composer at the forefront of experimentation is Mark Applebaum, who is 

known for his wildly diverse range of works as well as his philosophy on music and 

creation. Many of his works involve performance as a musical parameter; he has truly 

pushed the boundaries of what we can consider a musical work—a question that he 

addresses in a Ted Talk he gave in 2012. 

One of Applebaum’s tamer pieces is his Concerto for Florist and Orchestra, in 

which he has an orchestra performing in a traditional fashion while a florist manages 

and designs floral arrangements throughout the performance space. A table covered 

with flowers, wrapping paper, and ribbon is placed where traditionally a soloist would 
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stand; the florist takes the stage front and center to arrange flowers as though there is 

no orchestra behind him. At one point, the florist even climbs up on a tall ladder that 

towers over the orchestra while he adheres to a floral arrangement decorated with 

ribbon that flowed down to the stage from the ceiling. Another of his most influential 

performative works is a piece called Aphasia, written for performer and fixed media. The 

performer sits facing the audience and follows a series of physical gestures notated in 

the score while a pre-recorded track plays—he or she makes no sound throughout the 

piece. The gestures have a clear and distinct connection to the sounds we hear, and yet 

the gestures do not trigger the sounds themselves, or vice versa. 

The most striking piece that has the most overt relation to practices of the past, 

however, is Applebaum’s piece entitled For Three Conductors and No Musicians. The 

piece was inspired by a heated conversation Applebaum witnessed in ASL (American 

sign language); the idea that so much “sound” could come from a silent conversation 

was inherently musical to him, and provided the foundation for the concept of this piece. 

In the work, three conductors are situated on a stage, each dramatically conducting a 

rhythm and tempo that is independent of what the others are performing. This piece 

inherently draws a connection to Cage’s 4’33” in that they both rely on two major focal 

points: the first being silence itself, and the second being performance. In 4’33”, the 

silence of the piece is meant to draw attention to the ways in which we organize musical 

materials (silence being included as a musical material) and the constructs of 

performative practice confining a piece to a beginning, middle, and end. For Three 

Conductors however emphasizes the performative parameters of the piece; while 

silence is inherently an important and striking factor, the purpose and integrity of the 
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work lies in seeing the conductors count at different tempos and in different rhythmic 

structures. For Three Conductors took the principles of Cage’s philosophies and pushed 

them a step further, pushing us to ask the question: “is that music, though?”

Applebaum addresses this question in his Ted Talk given in 2012. He lists his 

roles as a composer in today’s era, stating that he is no longer relegated to strictly the 

sonic realm but also becomes an interpreter, dramaturge, stage designer, inventor, 

graphic designer, and visual artist in his quest to find art that is meaningful and 

interesting to him. He addresses the fact that many people question whether he is really 

a composer, and whether what he writes is music. His response to the question was to 

reframe it. He states, “This isn’t the right question though. We shouldn’t be asking ‘is 

this music’; what we should be asking is, ‘is it interesting’?” 

WHAT NOW? EVIDENCE AND CONCLUSIONS 

The most notable movements in any art form have been the ones that push 

boundaries and force artists and audiences to question what they believe to be true 

about artistic practice. While performance as a compositional parameter has primarily 

been a movement in the experimental realm, it is growing increasingly more common as 

well as more readily accepted—Kate Soper’s Ipsa Dixit, which involves a materials that 

are inherently reliant on performance, was nominated for this years Pulitzer prize in 

music. 

Historically, performance has intrinsically always been, and will always be, an 

essential part of musical practice, evident in the fact that I’m sure it can be agreed upon 
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that there is a vast contrast between seeing a performance live versus listening to a 

recording. However, starting in the 20th century, performance has gained a new 

emphasis in the musical realm. While performative parameters were present in works 

such as operas, the difference between those works and modern works is that while 

operas incorporated elements of performance, they did not rely on them to get the point 

of the work across to the audience. In other words, listening to the music of an opera on 

its own does not sacrifice the integrity of the work as a whole—music was the main 

consideration, while all other parameters, including staging, choreography, and set 

design, were less important considerations. This contrasts with the work modern 

composers have put out in that in many cases, without the visual cues and performative 

factors involved in the work, the identity and integrity of the piece is often lost. 

Composers have expanded their compositional tools to encompass those outside of the 

sonic realm; visual parameters are now not only a consideration, but are now 

considered to be a factor that is often equally as important as the sonic result. 

What does this mean for the future of music making? We’re approaching a 

collaborative, interdisciplinary movement in art making, one that continues to push 

boundaries and forces audiences to question the hierarchy of parameters present within 

a work. In this day and age, one is no longer minimized to a single role or a specific title. 

As Applebaum stated, he is no longer simply a composer, but fulfills a multitude of roles 

to contribute to the creation of art that is meaningful, new, and interesting to him. We’re 

moving away from a mindset that pushes us to approach art making from the 

perspective of roles and singularities, and are pushing toward a movement in art in 

which we no longer consider ourselves to be simply a “composer”, or a “visual artist”, or 
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a “filmmaker”—we’re moving towards a more liberal, interdisciplinary art world in which  

perhaps we can all simply be “artists”, using whatever mediums we feel are necessary 

to create art that is meaningful, new, and interesting to us. 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